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HELLS KITCHEN IN THE SCOTTISH NORTH
Andrew Hennessey

Welcome to the Halloween emagazine edition of Scottish X files 
with Andrew Hennessey and Eddie Middleton.
We’ve heard it often enough about how the UK is replete with top 
secret underground bases. Indeed the famous Rudloe Manor base 
in the south of England was very recently put up for sale, an emer-
gency seat of government complete with atmospheric dinosaur 
frieze of an extinction level event.
We hear of other places all over the UK and both the official and 
unofficially reported lists are extensive. E.g. Brecon Beacons in 
Wales, Cornwall, Macrahanish in Scotland, the Lothians in Scotland 
and we also hear of the traditional underground cities of the Greys 
or faeries especially in Scotland in places like the Scottish borders 
at the  Eildon hills, the Pentland hills outside Edinburgh, Perthshire, 
the Cairngorms in the north at Balmoral etc
The UK does underground I think like no other per square mile 
even if there are AREAS 511 on the global grid.
I personally had a run in with the weird pseudo military at Rosyth 
and Pitreavie which is near Edinburgh in central Scotland.
It took some time for my wits to connect that the place was only 
impersonating human activity.
I think seeing a small car up in some tree branches really helped in 
that department.
Pitreavie NATO command centre links to the cavernous and deep 
facility at Rosyth naval base by underground rail links.
Reputed to be both an arsenal and also a store for radioactive 
waste from decommissioned Polaris submarines that used to be 
stripped out at the dockyards.

Pitreavie industrial estate itself though has some extremely weird 
and deniable security especially at nights.
The underground base has an overground cover of electronics 
factories and a big supply depot with far too many varieties of van 
and courier vehicles to make it an ordinary commercial operation 
for just big stores.
One morning after the full moon the night before, the car park was 
chalked up with demonic ritual black mass pentacles …
You can see Pitreavie industrial estate on flashearth.com and there 
is some very weird ball lightning streaking in and out of factories 
and you can also see a satellite image of a UFO across from the 
electronics factory.
I had gone there one sunny afternoon, as one does, to avail myself 
of the enormity of misuse of UK taxpayers monies when outside 
one of the buildings I noted a security guard – all in black.
He was smoking a cigarette and was ever watchful.
He was producing clouds of blue white smoke with aggressive 
smoking but kept aggressively smoking the same cigarette pro-
ducing voluminous smoke for over ten minutes whilst I was there 
enjoying the xfiles theatre. This was the cigarette smoking man 
with a vengeance.

My uncle, rest in peace, was a heavy smoker, and I have witnessed 
him drag his way, as a joke, through one cigarette in under a min-
ute.
What sort of ridiculous charades were going on. There is a Naval 
term called ‘making smoke’ – well this was a class A alien smoke 
machine at Pitreavie.

My recent connections with alleged Federation Commander Jackie 
Gillies at Gorebridge and rather a lot of footage taken by Jackie, 
and some photos of aliens on the ground locally at that locality 
seemed to turn up the fact that the aliens were farming the people 
of that area as well as abducting cattle of the 4 legged kind.

We discovered, as reported elsewhere, that aliens were using the 
old disused mine at Blinkbonny, flying in with silent hardware 
holograms switched to human looking military jets. They land and 
they go away with stuff regularly.
This satellite image from flashearth lets you see what the aliens are 
making off with – big red barrels that have no legal reason to be 
there …
http://drink.to/alienmine  that all sounds sinister, and the strange 
security and freaky close encounters that happen to locals there 
vary from; weird witches in rituals, mad max burning cars, chupa-
cabra, men in suits,  allterrain vehicles and sporty types, police on 
mountain bikes and a big tattooed Grey officer with bright blue 
eyes.
Commander Gillies took a holiday in the north of England at 
Alnwick, next to the weird NSA ‘golf ball’ radar and underground 
base. Adjacent is the eerie Chillingham castle with its vampire bat 
‘bicardi’ crest.
The MoD, the Ministry of Disney own huge tracts of land amongst 
the forest and heathland which they classify as a firing range and 
enforce strict security on.
Not too far from there at Newcastle is RAF Boomer, yet another 
dig deep emporium with alleged alien deep levels and a very fast 
elevator.
At Alnwick though, they farm cattle and sheep on the MoD land 
and also grow crops to feed them with that have strange metric 
shapes in the distribution on the field, rather like crop circles ex-
cept its squares.
From time to time the military in groups can be seen to come from 
the underground base and arrest and escort a steer up into a lorry.
Jackie was rather disconcerted to note all of the town centre sud-
denly stand still and look up at an overflying black helicopter.
That was all of the town – from age five to eighty five – which 
made it a very B Movie scene.

Jackie wasn’t sure if they were afraid or expectant or awaiting 
instructions – and what made them all in the know as it were ?
He seemed to think in a paranoid sort of way that they were just 
going through the motions in the town wherever he showed up 
– rather like that weird film the Truman Show.
Maybe he was just being overly sensitive to the high strangeness 
around that area, though if people do act under control you might 
be excused for wondering what they really did with their spare 
time.

Whilst my connection to the Gorebridge material was ongoing I 
have personally had various contacts with Intel types, as indeed 
has ‘Commander’ Gillies. Luckily the Intel

 types were more trying to be helpful [which is scary]. I was reas-
sured that with proper vision equipment – the sky was full of the 
droids I took pictures of in my back garden, and many more things 
besides.
No doubt from the grievous threats made to the Gillies family by 
an executive wanting to know what he knew about some ships on 
the moon, of which we have the pictures, then followed closely by 
the major corroborated abduction at Dalhousie castle of Mrs Gillies 
and another person – the Intel people seemed to be challenged by 
Jackies revelations.



I had heard from another security connection I knew 
that Scotland was overly privileged, and it being rela-
tively tiny compared to major  population and land area 
stuff elsewhere in the UK, to have not one but two rapid 
reaction forces in attendance.
One for gigantic London, One for the Gigantic Midlands 
and Two for little old Scotland.
Strange that, though certainly all the big UFO news 
from Scotland has had extreme difficulty making it into 
the mainstream.
I’m not complaining about NEVER being booked for 
ANY UK conference despite being in an International 
who’s who in 2008.
It’s just that we had 2 hours of mothership footage de-
ploying hundreds of little podships in 2001 and no-one 
wanted to know.
It was Starwars type hardware on display, though a fleet 
of these large 2 mile lenticular transports with three big 
circular blue white drive units at the back were photo-
graphed by a fisherman off Puerto Rico a while back 
too. 
I’m not surprised therefore that the cameraman Steve 
went AWOL. 
The common link between my Intel interactions and 
the circus attendant on ‘Commander’ Gillies – who has 
recently been inundated by the International version 
of the GFED because he seems to or alleges to know 
where the pick up is going to be – is British Under-
ground Military and British Undercover Military resident 
in the Highlands of Scotland. 

Now I have long known about the NATO fuel dumps at 
Ullapool and Gairloch – its common knowledge, and 
about the food dump in the Isle of Skye, and Jackie Gil-
lies has also noted and filmed tubular ships along Loch 
Ness plus a huge hologram of a Loch Ness Monster 
– which looks like a ghostly refugee of a T Rex – neck 
out of the water from the film Jurassic Park. This footage 
IS NOT FAKE – but it isn’t a Pleistosaurus or long necked 
browser most famously associated with the place.
The monster can be seen at: http://www.youtube.com/
skywatcherscotland

Jackie has noted that this phenomenon is taking place 
because alien ships are moving in and out of the water 
near there and are heading into the underwater base of 
the mountains.

Highland folklore from both the Reverend Kirk and 
Campbell is replete with faerie underground stories, so 
it was only a matter of time before it came to my atten-
tion that big Hydro Electric works were also underway 
and that, recently, secret railway tunnels were being 
completed to supply the underground scene near Fort 
William. 

There are also the legends of the Grey man of Ben 
MacDhui and the Reptilian Blue men of the Minches 
[Kirk] and secret societies of shapeshifters called the 
MacCodrans of the Seal. [Campbell]

There was another connection to that area. When Mr 
Gillies had been buzzed by a low flying helicopter the 
morning after filming a low flying box ship fire off a 
probe at rooftop height the night before, he had sub-
sequently filmed the illegal helicopter and its obviously 
ALIEN pilot.
When the complaint was made to air traffic control in 
Edinburgh, it was alleged to be registered to a survey 
company on routine filming from Inverness.
It could be therefore that UK high command, having 
abandoned Rudloe manor and all points south and 
their cities in chalk and mud, have all headed North 
to where the granites of Scotland are and set up their 
shop there as the new Lairds of Post Apocalyptic Scot-
land.
28 weeks after the Earth changes and with two big 
forces blocking the very few access routes to the High-
lands – the new overlords and would be clan chiefs of 
the future sit replete having taken receipt of trainload 
after trainload of all the special stuff.
The best food that only an MoD requisition form can 
buy, cinemas, luxury farming and seedstock, gymna-
siums, winter fashion gear, startrek hospitals, tractors, 
snowploughs, high cuisine frozen foods, helicopters, 
boats, ships, sports cars, hydroponics, knitwear and 
ironing boards and luxury steam irons for the ladies, 
plus the best lagers and beers, German, French and 
even perhaps, possibly; Australian, Chilean and Califor-
nian wines ..

Plus the very best of the best personnel; special forces, 
scientists, experts, agricultural experts,  their egos be-
ing fed and stoked up like the overblown thanksgiving 
turkeys they are.

The High Command of the new Superstate of Atlantis, 
the ancient  Atlantean Priest Kingdom of Thule breathes 
again …
After all, in Scotland, the Outer islands or Outer Hebri-
des have the oldest exposed rock on planet Earth called 
Lewisian gneiss, so any investment in the bones of 
Scotland is bound to last forever.
Well that’s the picture.

The problem is that although the Ministry of Disney 
have undoubtedly blown away billions of taxdollars 
creating this alleged lavish James Bond Armageddon 
underworld, the whole deal, military palaces and empo-
riums including new hydro-electric facilities exploiting 
mountain lakes or corries was designed by 
military high command.

Doubtless therefore the architects of this delusion were 
high on the products they so abundantly distribute to 
the rest of the useless eaters,
because the whole deal is built around one of the most 
violent tectonic rifts in the Northern hemisphere called 
the Great Glen fault. 



Now whereas the deal with the San Andreas fault and 
the Canary Islands and indeed Yellowstone are of a pri-
mary and immediate nature, UK high command experts 
will have calculated that being in the middle of a fairly 
stable plate the Scottish Highlands although possibly 
heading for the equator in any crustal and plate shift 
are safe. Shifts of the nature reported by Velikovsky 
[World’s in Collision] and also Hancock [Fingerprints of 
the Gods] that put the previous equator from the last 
time this happened in the Antarctic though ought to 
have indicated to anyone with common sense that if 
any rock formation in Scotland was going to move, dur-
ing cataclysmic geological revolution it would be the 
gigantic Great Glen Fault.
To build the probably global command centre for all 
their tomorrows within 50 miles each way of the Great 
Glen fault is both a criminal and suicidal joke.

It’s very likely that they will have a choice of deep filled 
sea water or molten magma and massive breakage.
Just because a Reptilian Despair Engineer and Architect 
of Sorrow said it was totally safe isn’t the point really is 
it … Feeding is.
Any hydro built around the Great Glen fault cannot 
have a realistic future either in a sound dam, or drop 
tubes, or indeed assured water table after massive geo-
logical ructions.

Imagine the terror, and utter desolation and anguish of 
two hundred thousand chosen as their dreams of being 
kings, overlords and queens living off the best of every-
thing tear apart in the crushing and horrific darkness.

Someone has.

But then that’s planet Earth for you, a despair farm and 
that melting pot of delusional dreams and aspirations 
in the north of Scotland has real gourmet potential for 
some choice Reptiles and Greys and specially selected 
suckers, set up for the sudden exquisite fall,  who had  
hoped to work in Hell’s kitchen of Sorrows.

Andrew Hennessey
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 EMAIL:  SCOTTISHANDREW@TALTALK.NET
 MAIN SITE :  SCOTTISHPILGRIMS.COM
 PO BOX 28823
 EDINBURGH  EH15 3WU
 SCOTLAND  UK

The Stargate Edinburgh Tour

 discover the facts, see for yourself:

Templar Mysteries, a 2000 year old secret, thousands of UFO sight-
ings, underground bases what is the link to Arthur and Atlantis, 
Abductions and Greys 

visit the sites, see the area, meet the people. CLICK HERE FOR 
DETAILS

Hear the evidence, see the amazing footage - judge for yourselves - 
Travel through the Stargate Region, and witness an alien future in 
the making. 

“Within a 30 mile radius of Edinburgh, some of the most incred-
ible things in this World are taking place. Traditionally all sorts of 
revolutionary ideas that have changed mankind throughout the 
centuries have come from Scotland .. discover the links to the very 
ancient past - watch the future happening - what is the mystery of 
Stargate Edinburgh.”
Andrew Hennessey Director, Stargate Tours

Stargate Tours will take you around an area of East and Central 
Scotland that is full of caverns, mythology and excitement. Edin-
burgh, the Scottish capital city is a one day tour and many of the 
sites in the rural areas beyond Edinburgh can be covered on a 
seperate day. For a sample custom made tour itinery that can also 
cover your main areas of general Scottish xfiles interest please 
enquire. [e.g. the amazing Loch Ness footage of J GILLIES, or the 
Bluebloodline angle]. We will introduce you to some of the most 
controversial findings and facts to emerge on the alien presence 
and show you exclusive footage from Edinburgh and the Lothians, 
a place steeped in ancient history and Folklore and Non-Humanity. 
[Faeries, Greys, Reptilian Annunaki, Chupacabra, Werewolf sight-
ings, Orb lightning storms, MIB, ghostly shapeshifting technology 
that looks but is not human, Goblin Halls]

Tour the sites and watch the skies and enjoy the traditional Scot-
tish culture in one of the Worlds busiest UFO hotspots. 

The Tour package includes exclusive data, photos, CD’s and DVD 
and research briefing packs and Guided Tours and other fun stops 
around this incredible area. St Cuthbert’s Vision in the Dark Ages 
on Soutra Hill was an orange unidentified flying object glowing 
like the sun. Centuries later ... They’re here again ...



Who Was the Inspiration for 
Dr. Frankenstein?

                  By Brad Steiger

Since 1931, when the lumbering Frankenstein Monster, 
portrayed by a then unknown actor, William Henry 
Pratt, soon to be better known as Boris Karloff, fright-
ened audiences to the point of fainting in the theater 
and enduring countless nightmares for years afterward, 
Frankenstein has been a Halloween favorite.

      The novel Frankenstein: A Modern Prometheus 
(1818) with its story of the iconoclastic scientist Dr. 
Victor Frankenstein and the monster that he stitched 
together of human parts and brought to life is one of 
the most famous works of fiction in the world.  The 
eerie tale has inspired over 100 motion pictures, and 
the character of the lumbering monster has appeared 
in dozens more stage plays, television shows, and even 
video games.  

      The cinematic interpretations began with the 15-
minute version filmed by Thomas Edison and J. Searle 
Dawley in 1910, and, in my opinion, the most notable 
adaptations have been Frankenstein (1931) with Boris 
Karloff as the monster and Colin Clive as Dr. Franken-
stein and The Curse of Frankenstein (1957) with Chris-
topher Lee as the monster and Peter Cushing as the 
obsessed scientist.

      The Media Psychology Lab at California State in Los 
Angeles recently polled people across the United States 
from ages six to 90 in all ethnic groups to determine 
which movie monsters ranked as the favorites.  Accord-
ing to the survey, the most frightening motion picture 
of all time for all groups was The Exorcist (1973), in 
which a demon possesses a young girl.  That same sur-
vey asked interviewees to name the most frightening 
movie monsters of all time. Over seventy years after its 
initial theatrical release, the original Frankenstein mon-
ster as portrayed by Boris Karloff ranked Number Three  

      [For movie buffs, the top ten movie monsters were 1. 
Dracula, the 1931 version with Bela Lugosi as the blood-
sucking count. 2. Freddy Krueger, A Nightmare on Elm 
Street (1984). 3. The Frankenstein Monster (1931). 4. 
Godzilla (1954). 5. King Kong (1933). Chucky, Child’s Play 
(1988). 7. Michael Myers, Halloween (1978). 8. Hannibal 
Lecter, The Silence of the Lambs (1991). 9. Jason, Friday 
the 13th (1980). The Alien, Alien (1979).]  

Some fans of Frankenstein are surprised to learn that 
the author whose work has become one of the great-
est classics of horror was a teenaged girl.  Mary Woll-
stonecraft Godwin (1797-1851) was just sixteen when 
she met the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), 
a devotee of her father, the political philosopher Wil-
liam Godwin (1756-1836).  Mary ran off to Europe with 
Shelley in 1816, and they spent the summer with Lord 
George Gordon Byron (1788-1824)

and his friend and personal physician Dr. John Poli-
dori (1795-1821) in Geneva.  To pass the time during 
a dreary summer, Lord Byron suggested that each of 
them should write a ghost story. Eighteen-year-old 
Mary was the only one of the four who actually fulfilled 
the assignment, publishing her novel two years after 
she married Shelley in December 1816. 

      While the novel has been hailed as a masterpiece 
and a work of genius, scholars have long debated the 
source of Mary Shelley’s inspiration.  Although eerie 
and haunting, the story of a scientist who overreaches 
the bonds of convention to fashion new life from the 
bodies of the dead does not truly fit the challenge of 
writing a ghost story.  What--or who--suggested the 
character of Dr. Victor Frankenstein, who became the 
prototype of the mad or obsessed scientist, defying the 
limitations of his peers and the morals and values of 
conventional society?

      Many scholars maintain that The Golem of Jewish 
tradition was the young author’s inspiration for the 
Frankenstein monster.  However, according to Kab-
balists, the Golem is created from virgin soil and pure 
spring water, rather than the body parts of cadavers--
and it can only be fashioned by those who have puri-
fied themselves spiritually and physically, rather than 
by heretical scientists in foreboding castle laboratories 
who bring down electricity from the sky to animate 
their patchwork human. Once the Golem has been 
formed, it is given life by the Kabbalist placing a piece 
of paper with the Tetragrammaton (the four-letter 
name of God) written on it under its tongue.

      The creation of a Golem is one of the advanced 
stages of development for serious practitioners of Kab-
balah and alchemy.  Instructions for fashioning a Golem 
according to the Talmudic tradition was set down 
sometime in the 10th century by Rabbi Eliezar Rokeach 
in The Book of Formation, and in his modern adapta-
tion of the ancient text, Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan stresses 
that the initiate should never attempt to make a Golem 
alone, but should always be accompanied by one or 
two learned colleagues. Extreme care must be taken by 
its creators, for the Golem can wreak havoc.  When such 
a mistake occurs, the divine name must somehow be 
removed from the creature’s tongue and it be allowed 
to revert to dust.

      The most famous Golem is “Yossele,” the creature 
created by Judah Loew Ben Bezalel (1525-1609) to help 
protect the Jews of Prague from the libel that the blood 
of a Christian child was used during the Passover Seder.  
There are many accounts of how Yossele saved inno-
cent Jews from reprisals directed against them by those 
citizens who had been incited by the horrible accusa-
tions of human sacrifice. 

Once the Golem had served its purpose, the rabbi 
locked it in the attic of Prague’s “Old-New Synagogue,



where it is widely believed that the creature rests to this 
day.  The synagogue survived the widespread destruc-
tion directed against Jewish places of worship by the 
Nazis, and it is said that the Gestapo did not even enter 
the attic.  A statue of Yossele, the Golem of Prague, still 
stands at the entrance to the city’s Jewish sector.

 Literary researchers argue that Dr. John Polidori is the 
obvious source for the medical and scientific concepts 
that fired Mary’s imagination.  The weather in Geneva 
that summer of 1816 was unpleasant, and Lord Byron 
and his guests found themselves indoors much of the 
time, telling one another ghost stories and gothic tales.  

      Mary wrote in her diaries that she and her sister, 
who had accompanied her when she and Shelley left 
England, found Polidori both attractive and interesting.  
He regaled the group with accounts of strange medical 
phenomena, such as experiments in reviving corpses.  
Polidori also wrote a horror novel that summer The 
Vampyre (1819) that many scholars claim contains the 
seeds of inspiration for both Shelley’s Frankenstein and 
Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897).

      In 2002, while researching the influence of science 
upon the poetry of Percy  Shelley, Chris Goulding, a PhD 
student at Newcastle University,  found historical docu-
ments which indicated that the true model for Victor 
Frankenstein was Dr. James Lind (1736-1812), Shelley’s 
scientific mentor at Eton in 1809-1810.  

      Dr. Lind had become fascinated with the ability of 
electrical impulses to provoke muscle movement in 
the legs of dead frogs, and he was quite likely the first 
scientist in England to conduct galvanic experiments 
similar to those which enabled Dr. Frankenstein to 
focus electricity from lightning and bring his monster 
to life.  Percy Shelley was greatly interested in science, 
and Goulding points out passages in Mary Shelley’s 
unfinished biography of her husband wherein she com-
mented that Percy often spoke of the great intellectual 
debt that he owed to Dr. Lind.

      Whatever or whoever was truly the model for Dr. Vic-
tor Frankenstein, one thing is certain: That dreary sum-
mer in 1816 as young Mary sat listening to Dr. Polidari 
spinning his tales of medical mysteries and to Shelley 
recounting the astonishing experiments of Dr. Lind, her 
fertile imagination was visualizing the story of a bold 
scientist who dared to play God and to give life to a 
grotesque monster--a vision that has haunted readers 
and movie-goers for nearly 200 years. 

  ######

www.bradandsherry.com

THE GREATEST POWER OF ALL Of ALL

the forces that move men and women, none is more 
powerful than that of love and sexual desire. This primal 
impulse apparently extends into the otherworld and 
is responsible for some of the most astounding chap-
ters in the literature of psychic phenomena. Here are 
amazing yet absolutely true stories of - apparitions of 
lovers seen at their moment of death, - jealous lovers 
who have sought vengeance from beyond the grave, 
- sexual molesters from the other world, - warnings and 
advice from lovers who have passed over, - passionate 
liaisons between psychic mediums and their contacts, - 
seducers from UFOs, and even more extraordinary tales. 
Originally published as HAUNTED LOVERS, this book 
contains a multitude of actual case histories, many of 
which were recorded here for first time. BRAD STEIGER 
has been writing about the paranormal for more than 
four decades, during which he has produced more than 
160 books on the subject. He regards this work, which 
was certainly ahead of its time, as one of his best books 
on the paranormal.  Buy it now  

http://astore.amazon.com/hauntedamer05-20/detail/1933665343



4The Many Variety of Humanoids 
By Paul Dale Roberts, HPI General 
Manager/Resident Ufologist 

I recently went to a block party near my neighborhood and met 
a blonde that I will call Kathy Razzost (not her real name) and she 
was telling me how a friend of hers, encountered an alien that 
appeared to be amphibious.  Of course, we easily get into talk of 
the paranormal, since everyone I associated with knows I am in the 
paranormal business.  It made me think, on how aliens have been 
described as looking like angels (such as the Nordics) or look like 
our creepy little Grays.  Let’s briefly talk about the Grays.
In UFO lore Grays usually have large oval eyes, grayish skin, thin 
neck, slit for a mouth, large head.  There neotenous characteristics 
give them a close resemblance to a human fetus.   
Grays appear to be the dominant alien species here on Earth, but 
there have been other type of aliens seen on Earth.  Let’s talk about 
a few of them.  UFO contactee George Adamski would have you 
believe they look exactly like humans.  Then of course we have the 
angelic Nordics, with their flowing blonde hair, attractive facial 
features and impressive physiques.  There is an actual report in 
which UFO witnesses saw 2 Grays working side-by-side with two 
Nordic beings and a Bigfoot.  I don’t know how much credibility 
can be said about this sighting, but it would make sense that the 
Grays would be working with other alien lifeforms.  As for Bigfoot, 
perhaps this is some sort of interdimensional being that is con-
nected with the Grays for whatever grandiose purpose would be 
anyone’s guess.

Some aliens have been described as tall as 10 feet, while others 
have been described as being only several inches high.  In the 
Voronezh incidents in Russia, aliens have been described as being 
robotic.  In the case of Torakichi’s encounters with tengu in 19th 
Century Japan, aliens were described as goblin like.  Alien ab-
ductee and author Whitley Streiber describes his encounters with 
everything from Gray type of aliens, to a praying mantis alien and 
then his blue goblin worker aliens.  Perhaps our ancient stories 
of elves, fairies, pixies, goblins, trolls all originate with mankind’s 
encounters with alien forces that they could not understand.  
Mischievous fairies were known to kidnap children or pregnant 
women which parallels the stories of how aliens are interested in 
our reproductive and the excretory systems of humans. 

Many countries and cultures describe their own type of aliens.  
Perhaps aliens section certain areas of Earth as their own, making 
claim to certain territories of Earth. For an example you have the 
Ikals.  These are dark, hairy humanoids that have been related in 
Mexican folklore from the Tzeltal people.  They are described as 
three feet tall and are associated with a luminous flying object.  
They are also famed for their abductions of humans and have the 
capabilities of paralyzing humans.   

Some aliens look like frogs, as in the case of the Juminda Incident.  
The aliens that really creep me out are the insectoids.  They are de-
scribed as having long, spindly limbs, antennas and huge bug-like 
eyes.  Some of these insectoids have been seen working side-by-
side with those notorious grays.  Some exotic sightings describe 
aliens known as Fachans.  You hear about the Fachan in folklore 
from the British Isles.  Fachans are described as having one large 
eye, a hand reaching

out from its chest and a single leg ending in one foot.  The Pu-
cusana Incident describes an encounter with a Fachan.  In the West 
Virginia Flatwoods Incident, the alien was described as being 10 to 
15  feet tall, with a red face and luminous eyes.  Of course let’s not 
forget the Mothman of West Virginia that has huge wings, glowing 
eyes, no head.  Other winged humanoids have been seen in places 
like Vietnam and the British Isles. 

As you can see aliens come in all shapes and sizes.  There are even 
reports of aliens that look like jelly or a big blob, while others are 
similar to the alien in the movie the Predator and are able to be 
partially invisible or completely invisible.  If mammals did not exist 
and dinosaurs continued to roam the Earth, one of those dinosaurs 
would have evolved to a reptilian being with intelligence. 

The best candidate would have been the Troodon aka Stenony-
chosaurus inequalis, a 1.2 meter tall, 70-kg carnivorous dinosaur 
with the intelligence of an opossum.  What if Troodon had survived 
the asteroid impact at the end of the Cretaceous period 65 million 
years ago and continued to evolve?  What we would have had on 
Earth would be intelligent reptilian beings that resemble some of 
the alien encounters that people now have.  If the planet was only 
populated with insects, perhaps one insect would have evolved with 
intelligence and that is probably why some aliens resemble insects, 
because they are insects. 

If we were to fully evolve, we may become pure energy beings, that 
do not require nourishment to survive.  We would be creatures of 
pure energy that have the capabilities of walking through walls. 
There are so many possibilities as the natural process of nature is to 
evolve.  This is probably why aliens come to us in many appearances.   

What is important that sightings of aliens are from credible wit-
nesses.  If there is more than one witness to a sighting and the wit-
nesses describe the aliens in the same way, then the sighting could 
be considered as credible, unless if the witnesses conspired to create 
a false event.  Some sightings may be influenced by the movies, TV 
shows that we watch, but what is interesting is that no UFO witness 
ever describes encountering a Klingon. 

Hopefully there is a UFOlogist out there that is documenting every 
variety of aliens seen, where they have been seen at, the type of 
clothing they wear, the events that took place when the aliens were 
seen, the description of their ships, etc.  By putting all the pieces of 
the puzzle together is the only way we will ever complete this para-
normal mystery.   

Now to other things.  In an article I wrote called ‘The Scouting Mis-
sion to Washington, CA’, more information came in.  Learn about 
Kathy (Team Leader) of Team Beta and her séance activities at the 
Washington Hotel.  There is more clarification on the Tommyknock-
ers and more EVPs captured by David Mace.  See the link here for the 
updated information: 
http://forums.jazmaonline.com/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=817 
Celebrity Psychic Nancy Bradley has more to say!  See what she says 
at this link: 
http://forums.jazmaonline.com/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=819 
Paul Dale Roberts, HPI General Manager, Paranormal Investigator & 
Ghostwriter 
Haunted and Paranormal Investigations International 
www.HPI.paranormal.net  www.ghostgirls.net  
www.nancybradley.org  WPRT Paranormal Radio - Content Editor  
Email: JazmaPika@cs.com 
Paranormal Cellular Hotline: 916 203 7503 (for comments on this 
story). 

If you have a possible investigation call: 1-888-709-4HPI 

Copyright © 2008 Paul Dale Roberts, HPI Ghostwriter 
Copyright © 2008 
all rights reserved



Want to run a classified ad here. 20.00 per full page ad 10.00 
per half page or 1.00 25. words or less your address is free 
we will be posting this Magazine each month the Magazine 
is free feel free to send it to everyone you know. if you have a 
story to tell or ad to place send it to the Email below 
 j220202@gmail.com

                      “The Tenn Files” 
                  the official newsletter for

                        Tennessee MUFON 

 

Congratulations to Max Mitchell on being appointed to the position of Chief Field Investigator for Tennessee MUFON. Max 
has done truly exemplary work as a MUFON Field Investigator for Tennessee for many years. He now will be the main man in 
charge of assigning cases to other FI’s throughout the state. He lives in the far Northeastern part of Tennessee, and I live in the 
far Southwestern part of the state. We’ll be working closely together, however, to get cases assigned to new FI’s in all strategic 
spots lying in between our respective distant locations. Max can be 
contacted at maximumtenn@aol.com.



                                                                                                                                     

Mothman in Middle Tennessee? 

Being a paranormal investigator, it is my responsibil-
ity to report as accurately as possible and in as much 
detail as possible, any strange occurrence or sighting 
that happens my way. Over the last several years of 
doing this research, I have grown fairly adept at being 
able to discern small details in photos and videos. I use 
this same learned ability when doing ghost research, 
UFO skywatching or any other research activity. It is in 
this same vein that I will share an occurrence/sighting 
that I personally witnessed on July 20, 2005. I will not 
state emphatically that what I witnessed was the actual 
“Mothman” creature, but what I did witness had the 
general overall appearance of the creature as described 
by others.

The time was around 10:30 pm. The night sky had inter-
mittent clouds, but I do not remember the fullness of 
the moon.  I was traveling west on Bethesda-Arno road 
in the Thompsons Station/Bethesda/Williamson county 
area of Middle Tennessee, about 25 miles south of the 
Davidson county line of Nashville. My speed was 40 
miles-an-hour though the road is posted for 50. Bethes-
da-Arno is a typical country road, curvy and straight, 
fairly narrow and bordered more by farm land than 
homes. At the exact spot of my sighting there are three 
homes set back several hundred yards off the road on 
a fairly steep grade on the north side of the road. The 
south side of the road is bordered by a fairly steep slope 
with a thick hedge row of mangled brush and trees, and 
is offset some 20 feet from the road. There were no oth-
ers vehicles on the road, and my headlights were on full 
brightness. 
I first noticed the creature as I rounded a curve and 
continued onto a short straight away with a slight rise 
in elevation. My estimated distance from the creature 
was 300 feet and I immediately began to slow my car. 
The creature was standing a foot or two off the side of 
the road on the south side. 

In back of him was the back side of a 7 ½ foot tall road 
sign. The sign was attached to a grated metal pole, and 
the sign itself was triangular and 3 ½ feet in width from 
point to point, and attached some 3 ½ feet up the pole 
from the ground. The top of the creatures head was sev-
eral inches above the sign, though his feet were on the 
ground. This would have put the creature nearly eight 
feet tall. The creature’s body was covering about 1/5 of 
the triangular sign. 

The head of the creature was human in shape but with 
a peculiar triangular appearance as well. The head 
seemed a tad bit to large for the rest of the body. The 
neck was normal in appearance and attached to narrow 
shoulders. The chest appearance was normal, though 
narrower than one would have imagined. The chest 
area tapered down to a very thin looking waist. The legs 
of the creature were long and slender, almost skinny, 
especially the thigh area extending down to the knees. 
Both arms were long and thin and connected to hands 
with long, slender fingers, four or five, I am not

sure. The face of the creature was shrouded in a shadow 
like appearance. I could discern no facial features. The 
creature arms were outstretched, and attached to the 
wrist of both arms was dark webbing that extended 
downward and attached at the knees, and also was 
attached to the torso of the body directly at the under-
arm and extending downward to the knees. The web-
bing was solid in structure, with a slight tapering that 
came to a point mid way to the knees, and then contin-
ued to taper as above to the knees. From the shoulders 
down to the feet, with the exception of the arms and 
webbing, the color of the creature was bright, reflective 
red. The color reminded me of paintings that depict 
the Devil with the ever present pitchfork, though I had 
absolutely no gut feeling that this creature was either 
the Devil or any other type of religious portrayed de-
mon. My gut feeling told me that this was some type of 
unknown species that modern day science insists does 
not exist. The duration of my sighting was a brightly lit 
7 to 8 seconds and at one point not more than 7 feet 
from the open window of my car and as I passed the 
creature. Never once did the creature move or make 
any type of hostile gesture toward me.

I managed to bring my car to a full stop some 100 yards 
from the creature. I immediately turned my car around 
in the middle of the road in the hopes of seeing the 
creature again, but it was for naught. Being a researcher 
intent on being accurate, I decided to retrace my path 
several times in the attempt to dismiss any status quo 
explanation for what I had witnessed. I have traveled 
down this road numerous times day and night, and 
have never once mistaken a tree limb, brush, road signs, 
or the rarity of nighttime walkers for a creature such as 
I witnessed. The rather tall and thick hedge growth on 
the south side of the road, and the distance from the 
road to the nearest house on the north side, precludes 
an attempt by someone playing a practical joke.  



The distance to run and hide in a matter of just a few 
seconds would have been impossible. The road sign is 
a typical road sign, and there was no mistaking that a 
very tall creature with a slender body and wings was 
obscuring part of the sign. There was no bright color 
hindrance reflecting from the headlights of my car to 
skew my vision since the creature was standing on the 
back side of the sign, the dark side. My conclusion then 
was simple to deduce, I had seen this creature in all of 
the details I have just shared.

 I do not know what type of creature I witnessed on July 
20, 2005. Was it the same “Mothman” creature of West 
Virginia fame? I do not know. Have any disasters hap-
pened near Nashville as was the basis for the story and 
movie “The Mothman Prophecy?” Not to my knowledge. 
As with many other things paranormal I’ve investigated 
that cannot be quickly explained, it is a wait and see at-
titude that takes much patience before the final answer 
reveals itself.
Sandy Nichols 

Mothman in Middle Tennessee: Second 
Sighting and Flying?

Back on July 20, 2005 I had a nighttime sighting en-
counter with a creature similar in appearance to what 
has been typically described as “Mothman.” My de-
tailed report concerning this sighting encounter can 
be read on my website www.alineresearchgroup.com, 
in the “Anomalous Report” sub-section page under 
the “Investigative Research Evidence” home page link. 
How fortunate I felt afterwards that I happened to be in 
the right place at the right time to personally witness 
such an elusive creature. It is not often that life with its 
ironic twists and turns affords an individual such a rare 
“once in a lifetime opportunity,” and even more rare 
for yet another sighting encounter, but that is exactly 
what transpired for me on May 16, 2008. My previous 
encounter occurred in the dark of night on a lonely 
country road where this creature was only illuminated 
by the headlights of my car, but this new sighting oc-
curred in mid afternoon next to and partially over a 
major interstate highway.
The time was approximately 2:30pm on a Friday after-
noon, and I was travelling south on Interstate 65 just 
south of Nashville. At this time of day it is not unusual 
for there to be sporadic areas of congestion due to 
the usual mix of commuters heading home after work 
to the southern outlying counties, and for families on 
vacation heading to the warm, sun soaked beaches of 
Florida, Alabama and Mississippi. I did not have a long 
distance to travel on I-65 before exiting onto the less 
congested I-840 outer loop, but my patience at what 
I perceived to be slower traffic in the fast lane causing 
these congested areas was not at a premium this day. 
Due to some quick in and out lane changing on my 
part, I was able to break free just past the Peytonsville 
Road exit.

Right past Peytonsville Road, I crested a small rise and 
any hint of being near a major city disappeared. Farm 
land and rolling hills began to dot both sides of the in-
terstate. From this position I had an unrestricted view to 
the over pass for I-840 some two miles further down the 
road. At approximately one mile from 840, the interstate 
widens to three and four lanes. Just before the this wid-
ening beings, about 7/10ths of mile from my location, 
I noticed what I first believed to be a small, black color 
crop dusting plane or a large Estes type, model rocket 
emerging from a narrow valley to the right (heading 
west to east), and only 150 to 200 feet off the ground. 
Though crop dusting planes are not uncommon in this 
area, I dismissed these possibilities for lack of a landing 
gear or tail fins. I next wondered if it was a large vulture. 
Living in the country as I do and seeing vultures all the 
time, I dismissed this thought as well, for it was way too 
large for any vultures in this area.

By this time my natural, insatiable curiosity to unravel 
a mystery was in full swing. Looking at it from the side, 
it was nearly impossible to determine what this “flying 
whatever” was. I was hoping that I would be able to 
observe it better and see more detail as it continued 
flying eastward. This would at least afford me the op-
portunity to view it from another angle, but instead and 
without warning, it executed an almost perfect hairpin 
turn directly over the far right lane and several slower 
traveling vehicles. At the same time its body tilted to 
the right and downward affording me a clear view as if 
I was above it. It was at this point that I recognized the 
unmistakable characteristic shape of another “Moth-
man” type creature.
The color of the creature’s body was black, and from the 
neck down appeared as kite shaped; its head a rounded 
diamond shape and oversized. Its arms were extended 
outward; its hands at an 8 and 4 o’clock position away 
from its body on a horizontal line with its waist. A dark, 
solid web like material, similar to a bat’s web, extended 
from both wrists along the arms to the armpits, then 
continued downward along both sides of the body past 
the waist to half-way between the knees and the feet.
When it first emerged from the narrow valley its speed 
seemed rather slow and lackadaisical. It seemed oblivi-
ous or unaware of the traffic congestion along its flight 
path, but then when it reached the interstate itself and 
began the hairpin turn, its speed increased dramatically 
but without flapping its wings. A few seconds later the 
creature vanished from view. I do not feel it flew back 
into the valley itself, but instead, into the thick stand of 
trees on the neighboring hill and used it’s coloration as 
a camouflage to prevent further observation.

Sandy Nichols
www.alienresearchgroup.com
wsmith51@aol.com



When I decided to make my documentary ‘UFOs: 

A Need To Know’ in 1990 I immersed myself inresaerch read-
ing everything possible on the subject, particularly ‘The Report 
On Unidentified Flying Objescts’ by Capt Ed Ruppelt USAF who 
headed up the Air Force’s ‘Project Blue Book’ at the time of it’s 
inception.

I never could believe the Abduction acounts, I still don’t know 
what to think. But two weeks before I headed across the country 
to film the documentary I made with Video City’s Bob Brown, I 
had a paranormal experience.

I was sitting in my parents house, above Claremont Canyon 1,200 
feet above San Francisco Bay. It was about 5 P.M.

I saw some baby squirrels on our back deck, and I had never 
seen babies before, only adults. I was getting up to tell my 
mom and have her come look when I saw what appeared to be 
aircraft lights approaching the house. I was concerned because 
it appeared to be flying very low, directly at our house. A bright 
column of light then shone into the house, coming through the 
ceiling. I said to myself, ‘I gotta see what’s doing this’ and stood 
up. 

The column of light traveled across the room and stooped 
outside on the other side of the house from the canyon. It lit 
up the ground and looked like it was composed of hundreds of 
individual light beams. I went outside to the porch, I became sur-
rounded by the light column

, I was in the middle of it, I couldn’t move. I wasn’t  uncomfort-
able, but I couldn’t move. As I felt myself lifting up, looking down 
at our house; I said to myself ‘I’m finally going to see what these 
things look like’. The next thing I knew I was wide awake in bed, 
staring straight ahead. It was 7 O’Clock in the morning.

It was 14 hours of time I can’t account for. I don’t consider myself 
an abductee or anything like that, but it gave a new respect for 
people who described ‘Missing Time’ events, related to a UFO 
sighting.

www.UFOteacher.com
THE OFFICIAL DOMAIN OF ARTIST RICK SMITH
Limited edition Prints of the Artist’s Work
Signed & Numbered by Rick Smith
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Mastercard / Visa / American Express
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www.ufoteacher.com
A visual arts graduate of SUNY Old Westbury (1996) 
and a commercial art graduate of SUNY Farmingdale 
(1991), Rick Smith deals directly with the Abduction 
Phenomena and extraterrestrial intervention in his 
work, including paintings, mixed media sculpture, 
installation work and photo etchings, slide lectures 
and poetry.

FEEL FREE TO CONTACT THE ARTIST:
www.ufoteacher.com/contacts.html

Legions of Light/Armies of Darkness
by Rick Smith
To order a signed paperback copy from Rick Smith, use 
PayPal’s easy online shopping cart with any major credit 
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Shipping Weight: 8.8 ounces
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ALBUQUERQUE, NM  87121-8444   USA
CALL: (516) 690-4059
EMAIL: SmithandSmyth@mac.com
For further information, please feel free to contact the 
author by email at: UFOteacher@mac.com.



Black Triangular Greeneville, Tennessee  
                             Black Triangular Object Seen Flying at Tree Top Level

                                  Drawing of Object by Witness Showing the Object in a Turn

Date of Sighting: May 6, 2008
Time of Sighting: 9:06 PM EDT
Duration of Sighting: 3 to 5 Minutes
Location of Sighting: Greeneville, Tennessee 

Weather: It was a cool night, no wind with little cloud cover. I was 
able to see the stars. I usually look up at the stars and that is what 
brought my attention to the object. (Weather as Reported by Wit-
ness.)

Description: I don’t know if I’m crazy or my eyes were playing tricks 
on me, but when I got home I saw something that was out of the or-
dinary in the sky. It was low flying, no flashing lights about tree top 
level plus 100 feet. I am unsure of the size. I believe that it was big-
ger than a private plane. the motion was slow moving and I could 
hear no noise. The direction of movement was from East to West and 
then it turned toward the southwest. The color was black and I did 
not see any reflection from light. I was only able to make out a tri-
angle silhouette. There was light from underneath kind of clustered, 
almost like an incandescent light bulb, but it DID NOT change any 
colors. The light stayed kind of a yellowish color.

The back of the object had two real large rectangle shaped ovals 
with NO type of flame or fire coming from them. I am not quite sure 
what to make of this. We do have a small airport here in town, but I 
don’t think that the airport is used much a night. We also have two 
helicopters located at both hospitals (Jet Rangers), but everything 
was quiet. A plane (commercial I think) was passing high overhead. I 
say the plane was probably about commercial height and I could see 
the flashing lights on it as well as the red light. This thing that I saw 
DID NOT have any flashing lights at all. I had stayed and watched it 
until it had disappeared out of sight and then went inside to try to 
make sense of what I had just seen. I did call the county sheriff’s of-
fice to ask if anyone else had made any calls and they said: “no, I was 
the only one to call.”

Sources:As reported by 
UFOs Northwest (www.ufosnw.com) UFO Tennessee 
As for most encounters, we realize people would not think to grab a 
camera when presented with something they never expected to see 
nor believed existed until encountered.
For that reason, UFOTennessee.com is very interested in acquiring 
drawings of your witnessed event. We offer complete anonymity. 
You may contact us at UFO615@gmail.com

                                              Drawing of Object by Witness Showing the Object From the Back.



                                                                                                                              

                                                                                               

         
The Mothman Saga
by Brent Raynes

As most seasoned ufologists know, back in 1967, a New York jour-
nalist named John A. Keel conducted several extensive field trips to 
UFO and monster plagued Point Pleasant, West Virginia. There he 
interviewed over a hundred witnesses to what had become known as 
“Mothman,” something very eerie and frightening that stood about 7-
foot tall, had a ten foot wingspan, by some accounts had two glowing 
red hypnotic eyes, and reportedly was able to pursue an automobile 
up to 100 miles per hour in a single bound. To a roving reporter like 
Keel, a man who had spent weeks tracking the legendary yeti in Tibet 
(fully recounted in his book Jadoo, published in 1957), monster hunt-
ing was old sport. But a beast with wings was a new challenge and 
novelty that he just couldn’t pass up. 

Several years after this wave of high strangeness, Ron Schaffner, 
editor of Creature Chronicles, and yours truly descended on Point 
Pleasant one weekend in May of 1976. First we visited the Clifton F. 
McClintic Wildlife Station, an explosives manufacturing plant during 
World War II, seven miles north of Point Pleasant, where so many of 
the extraordinary UFO and Mothman sightings had been reported. 
We then interviewed several of the eyewitnesses Keel has written 
about in his many articles and mentioned in his book, The Mothman 
Prophecies. We discovered how one of those witnesses, since her 
first terrifying Mothman sighting in November 1966, which she had 
experienced in the company of teenaged friends, afterward was, two 
years afterwards, haunted by the Mothman phenomenon. In fact, she 
told us that she believed that over the years since 1966 she had had 
literally “hundreds” of recurrent encounters with the creature. 

The woman told us that she had been within a mere yard of it, 
described its luminous and protruding red eyes, and recalled one oc-
casion when it was peering in at her through an apartment window. 
“The bedroom window was right off the roof,” she explained. “It was 
sitting on the roof. By then I was so used to seeing it I just pulled the 
blinds and went on. I felt kind of sorry for it gave you the feeling like 
it was sitting there wishing it could come in and get warm, because it 
was cold out that night.” 

“It seems like it doesn’t want to hurt you,” she added. “But you’re too 
afraid when you see it to do anything.”

But despite her fear she has a kind of fatal attraction for 
Mothman. She explained that anytime anyone mention-
ing going out to the McClintic Wildlife Station to look 
for the creature that she will usually go along. “I keep 
wanting to go back to find out what it is but I don’t want 
to see it again,” she confessed. The year before our visit, 
she told us how she had in fact returned with a group to 
look around and she said that she again saw Mothman, 
standing in the doorway of the now infamous abandoned 
power plant. That had been her most recent encounter.
 
“We had never heard of a UFO or anything like that before 
in our lives,” this woman’s mother told us. “Now that’s the 
truth. We had never heard of it before until that happened 
to the kids and then after that happened everything went 
berserk.” This mother even came to have her own Moth-
man sighting in early 1967, and later saw UFOs.

During our Point Pleasant visit I also got to speak with Mrs. Virginia 
Thomas. She described for me her legendary Mothman experience of 
November 2, 1967. Her husband Ralph had worked as a care taker at 
the wildlife station, where they lived, and that day Mrs. Thomas had 
stepped outside to cover over some motorcycles as dark clouds were 
forming overhead. It was then that she heard a sound “like a broken 
fan belt on a car” and then in a field across the road saw a grayish 
form “shaped like a man” but “running like lightning.” In fact, ‘he’ was 
running so fast that she told me that she later concluded that it must 
have been some sort of man-made robot. 
Keel’s published accounts of Mrs. Thomas’ sighting failed to recount 
several peculiar details that she related to me about the event. “It 
took over my thinking, like it could pick it up and take it away from 
me,” she explained. She also described how during the experience her 
ears were making cracking and popping sounds, and that her eyes 
were fixed on it, and she was unable to look away, and though she 
could open her mouth she was unable to utter a sound. 

Mrs. Thomas, a devout Pentecostal, told me that she periodically has 
prophetic dreams. The one I had been familiar with from Mothman 
Prophecies was, of course, the one that seemed to foreshadow the 
tragic collapse of the Silver Bridge on December 15, 1967, exactly 
thirteen months from the day when the Mothman epidemic in Point 
Pleasant had first erupted. She described how she had once foreseen 
an explosion at a jail in Point Pleasant also where several people had 
been killed. She added that after such a dream she feels bad but 
then when the actual event occurs she “doesn’t shed a tear.” It was as 
though, she added, the dream had prepared her. She said that when 
Keel had visited Point Pleasant shortly after the bridge collapse that 
he met with her and remarked how it hadn’t seemed to disturb her 
too badly. 
John Keel and I have corresponded off and on all the way back 
to 1969. In 1993, he wrote me: “As you discovered, my book only 
covered a small part of the overall situation. It would have taken six 
books to discuss all of it. What happened there also happened (and 
is still happening) in many other parts of the country. I was flabber-
gasted by the scope and complexity of the phenomena in the 1960s. I 
found the same identical situations everywhere…from Long Island to 
Hartshorn, Oklahoma. I spent some time in Fyffe, Alabama then and, 
as you know, they are still having UFO stuff along with many animal 
mutilations, poltergeist activity, etc. Unfortunately, there was little 
interest on Madison Ave. in the 60s and there was no place to publish 
any of my findings. In addition, the hardcore UFO buffs, NICAP, APRO, 
et al, fought bitterly against things like mutes, abductions, lost time 
cases, etc. They chose instead to attack me and accuse me of making 
it all up. …I continue to receive a great deal of mail about Mothman 
and things that have happened in West Virginia since. Thousands 
of people have had extraordinary experiences all over the country 
which match the experiences of the people in Point Pleasant. …In-
cidentally, there have been Mothman-type sightings in every part of 
the world. I no longer find them intriguing.”
Keel determined that “Mothman” had a number of historical parallels. 
In India, for example, there were the legends of the giant airborne 
Garuda, and here in North America there was the terrifying Piasa that 
Indians of the Dakotas described as having red eyes and a long tail. 
There have also been the tales of a winged red eyed monster called 
the Jersey Devil that has haunted parts of Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey as far back as 1735. 



                                                       

in the March 1976 edition of FATE magazine, a Virginia Miller of Elma, 
New York, wrote a letter saying that after reading a book review of 
Mothman Prophecies she was reminded of an experience with a simi-
lar creature that her father had had, of all times, on Halloween night 
in 1974! She wrote that they had not even heard of Mothman until 
nearly a year after her father’s own encounter. Her father, outside 
the house that night watching for overzealous trick or treaters felt a 
compulsion to go to the backyard where Virginia had recently had a 
miniature replica of Stonehenge constructed out of cement blocks. 
Stumbling over a low garden fence he fell to his knees, got up and 
approached the circle. Then over nearby trees Mr. Miller was startled 
to see a human-like figure with a 9-10 foot wingspan and a “large 
grotesque head” come gliding down towards him. It was very close 
and then suddenly it veered off back towards the woods. Virginia felt 
that her father had been protected from the “gargoyle” looking thing 
because a friend trained in the ancient Celtic traditions had blessed 
the site with an old Celtic blessing. She also reported that like the 
people chronicled by Keel, she and her parents were “plagued by vari-
ous misfortunes for months” after the incident.

A correspondent of mine wrote Virginia Miller and later visited her 
and her father. The creature, my friend was told, had had “leathery 
skin,” “glowing eyes,” and a “turtle like face” with a “long neck,” and like 
so many of the others Keel had described the Miller’s had a history of 
various kind of psychic experiences. 

The Halloween encounter described by Virginia Miller made me 
reflect a little on the Mothman incidents. It seems like the Mothman’s 
appearances in West Virginia kind of erupted around Halloween 
of 1966 and 1967. I also came to correspond with a Swedish UFO 
researcher named Hakan Blomqvist who was very interested in Moth-
man. He recalled how one Swedish couple during a UFO wave in his 
country had seen “several small humanoids floating around their 
car.” He added, “The creatures had big, hypnotic red eyes, just like 
Mothman.” That wave of sightings occurred on Halloween eve, 1965. 
Coincidence again

The “Birdman” of Madisonville, Tennessee? 
Tennessee’s Mothman?

“That was what we called him,” Mark Boring, editor of the 
Monroe County Buzz of Madisonville, Tennessee, replied 
in regards to the mention of the “birdman” stories I had 
heard about from his area. He said that he had been “fairly 
skeptical” of it back then. He remembered how at the time 
a local radio station had mentioned it, made fun of it, and 
thinks the local paper might have run one story on it.

“The Appalachian mountains to our east run northeast 
and southwest and you get into a valley here as you come 
out of the Smoky Mountains. In the valley here are north 
and south ridges. Coming out of the mountains they will 
run maybe 5 or 10 miles apart, and you’ll travel east and 
west and you’ll have another ridge line. One of the ridge 
lines is known as the Hiwassee Knob. That’s an old Indian 
word. It has an It has an old fire tower on it that was built 
years and years ago. A lot of kids, back in the late 1960s 
and 70s, used to gather out near this old fire tower and 
build bonfires. It was a place just to go and hang out.
 remarked that it must have had a real wide wingspan, 
and Mark responded, “Yeah, I would say 6 or 7 feet.” 
At the conclusion of our interview I mentioned about the 
Mothman of West Virginia and how that was back in 1966 
and on, and he paused and stated, “Oh, it was wasn’t it. 
That’s right. (laughed). I don’t know. It’s a strange world. 
I guess the older I get the more accepting I am of things 
and the more open I am for certain things to be real or 
not.”  The Lights 
I asked Mark about the mysterious “lights” I had heard 
about that were seen around the Knobs, similar to the 
Brown Mountain “lights” of North Carolina. “I never did see 
any of the lights. I know that I heard about them. There’s 
another line of Knobs maybe 8 or 10 miles away to the 
east called the Notchey Creek Knobs that have more life 
and activity than the Hiwassee Knobs.” 

About the Author: Brent Raynes has been studying 
UFOs for forty-one years. The author of Visitors From 
Hidden Realms (Eagle Wing Books, 2004), Brent is the 
editor of Alternate Perceptions magazine 
(www.mysterious-america.net). 



 His spare, understated documentaries on the WTO pro-
tests and the McVeigh execution (which we were proud 
to sponsor) spoke to Gens ‘Y’ and ‘Z.’ [But] his most impor-
tant legacy, his 20-year study of “slackers” in Austin, Texas, 
literally helped touch off the whole Gen-X craze. Colvin’s 
obsessive videotaping in mid-80s Austin became the 
stylistic model for the cult hit “Slacker” (shot by his friends 
Richard Linklater and Lee Daniel)...Colvin helped an entire 
generation become conscious of its place in history... In 
the Mothman’s Photographer, Colvin is again helping 
raise consciousness, this time by looking into the para-
normal aspects of his own reality, as well as the realities 
of other sub-Boomers...Definitely two thumbs up!” -Ben 
Camp, Taos Public Radio 

“Truly mindblowing stuff. I started watching...and can’t 
stop. Very engrossing.” -Adam Gorightly, conspiracy au-
thor 
Note: even though this series breaks every rule by being 
extremely long, with no fancy editing or effects, it has 
consistently been shown to keep people glued to their 
seats for days at a time. If you don’t believe us, buy one 
and see for yourself. It’s magic! 

30 hours 5-DVD set 
http://theufostore.com

The “Birdman” of Madisonville, Tennessee? 
Tennessee’s Mothman?

“That was what we called him,” Mark Boring, editor of the 
Monroe County Buzz of Madisonville, Tennessee, replied 
in regards to the mention of the “birdman” stories I had 
heard about from his area. He said that he had been “fairly 
skeptical” of it back then. He remembered how at the time 
a local radio station had mentioned it, made fun of it, and 
thinks the local paper might have run one story on it.

“The Appalachian mountains to our east run northeast 
and southwest and you get into a valley here as you come 
out of the Smoky Mountains. In the valley here are north 
and south ridges. Coming out of the mountains they will 
run maybe 5 or 10 miles apart, and you’ll travel east and 
west and you’ll have another ridge line. One of the ridge 
lines is known as the Hiwassee Knob. That’s an old Indian 
word. It has an It has an old fire tower on it that was built 
years and years ago. A lot of kids, back in the late 1960s 
and 70s, used to gather out near this old fire tower and 
build bonfires. It was a place just to go and hang out.
 remarked that it must have had a real wide wingspan, 
and Mark responded, “Yeah, I would say 6 or 7 feet.” 
At the conclusion of our interview I mentioned about the 
Mothman of West Virginia and how that was back in 1966 
and on, and he paused and stated, “Oh, it was wasn’t it. 
That’s right. (laughed). I don’t know. It’s a strange world. 
I guess the older I get the more accepting I am of things 
and the more open I am for certain things to be real or 
not.” 
The Lights 
I asked Mark about the mysterious “lights” I had heard 
about that were seen around the Knobs, similar to the 
Brown Mountain “lights” of North Carolina. “I never did see 
any of the lights. I know that I heard about them. There’s 
another line of Knobs maybe 8 or 10 miles away to the 
east called the Notchey Creek Knobs that have more life 
and activity than the Hiwassee Knobs.” 

About the Author: Brent Raynes has been studying 
UFOs for forty-one years. The author of Visitors From 
Hidden Realms (Eagle Wing Books, 2004), Brent is the 
editor of Alternate Perceptions magazine 
(www.mysterious-america.net). 

This is the original DVD set that became a popular seller 
at the annual Mothman Festival in Pt. Pleasant, WV. It 
contains 18 hrs. of interviews with Mothman celebs like 
John Keel, Marcella Bennett, Faye DeWitt, Tom Ury, and 
Sharon Moore, as well as discussions with various experts 
who help Colvin demonstrate that the Mothman is really 
an ancient deity known worldwide for fighting crime--and 
even saving humanity--in times of stress, using human 
agents knighted with psychic powers. 

REVIEW EXCERPT - “THE MOTHMAN’S PHOTOGRAPHER”
“A documentary news series describing Colvin’s first-hand 
experiences with the famous Mothman craze of WV, circa 
1967. Colvin is...a crazy, neo-hillbilly genius who has had a 
quiet, but steady, impact on at least three generations of 
disaffected American film nerds
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The impressions and analysis herein are solely the opinions of mothcryptoblogtographer (MCB) and do not necessarily represent the views 
of Invisible College Press, MCB’s employers, or any other entity.  Sources are cited under Internet fair-use norms and credited by including the 
URL of the story.  Neither inclusion, nor exclusion of an item is meaningful.  These items are simply those that piqued the interest of MCB as he 
attempts to maintain situational awareness as the world spins madly toward any of a dozen probable apocalypses.  The memes MCB tracks are 
important - from his perspective - as a revelation of our world’s interaction with us and the greater Omniverse.. Conspiracies abound, but only 
as a symptom of the underlying reality.  No one, except the Creator is in charge.  

Copyright reserved - information may be forwarded in its entirety, as long as the originator is credited.

 

To subscribe / unsubscribe:  Email mothcryptoblogtographer@yahoo.com with your request.

Comments, leads, and other communication are welcome and encouraged.

Be part of the problem - Think out!

Commentary:   Another week closer to the Big Election.  The news this week was dominated by two stories - almost to the exclusion of every-
thing else.  The Election and the Economy...  Congress declared war on the economy and by mid-week had carpet-bombed most of the banks 
into submission.   The economic collapse comes at an opportune time, both globally and domestically.  It’s the cosmic trigger for the next step 
in our eventual total subjugation.  The reset button has been pushed on another callously created inflationary investment bubble.  On a meta-
physical level, what is happening?  What is this all about?   Any time the Fear theme is played there are [perhaps] unintended consequences 
on the human and metaphysical level.  The industrial-level fear needed to achieve the material goals of the rich - themselves motivated by the 
Greed meme - causes people to be more jittery and prone to greater impulsive action.  Since the world is a complex place, secondary stressors 
spawned by the uncertainty in the environment impact people in unforeseen ways.  So, during these tumults you’ll see an increase in suicide, 
spousal/familial homicide and abuse, and people who’ve been just barely hanging on at a nominal functioning level will drop off the edge - into 
the safety net.  Oh, wait - there is no safety net.  That didn’t happen - we didn’t take care of that, did we?   We’re supposed to care for the hope-
less ourselves.   Anyone who has ever tried to get help for someone with mental illness can attest that the system is geared more toward the 
perpetuation of itself, than toward getting services for those in need .   Since the Carter Administration dumped the mentally ill onto the streets, 
and the Reagan Administration signed on with a true bipartisan spirit - creating “the homeless” we’ve had to try to take care of this thrown away 
population without the help of the government that created them - and continues to create them.      

 

Many who read this won’t remember that before the late 1970s we really didn’t have a large un-served, semi-nomadic population adrift in the 
urban and suburban landscape.  But since then we have.   The unspoken truth is that most of the chronically homeless are mentally ill.  The 
decision was made to “free” them to save money - emptying institutions of those who could not pay for services.   The community at large is 
expected to take care of them - except they cannot be helped.  There is no one to provide the framework that they need in order to function.  
So, they roam the streets - victims and victimizers - until they die or are incarcerated for some crime.   I worked with a homeless shelter for much 
of the 1980s-90s, and I saw the hopelessness first hand.   The night the first Gulf War kicked off, under Bush I, I was working there and everyone 
was focused on the TV.  As we watched the bombs fall, the staff had to de-stress several Vietnam-Era vets who were convinced that they were 
either in combat, or were being mobilized.  It is very spooky dealing with folks who are totally invested in a delusion.  [like UFO cultists, lol] The 
point is that those guys were still under the effect of their residual programming.  When the fear ramped up they tried to answer the call.   No 
one ever switched them back to normal consciousness after they were used.  There is a metaphysical corollary - I’ll discuss that below in the 
“Paranormal Topic of the Week.”

Anyway, as a further aside:  The mechanism for motivating folk varies with their age and social strata.  Make no mistake, 
all are controlled - even the would-be controllers.  The rich and the poor in America are controlled primarily through the 
Greed meme.  The middle class is controlled primarily through Fear.  They not only have something to lose, but some-
thing to gain.   The rich feel invulnerable to the day-to-day fears.  The poor are only motivated by manufactured fear at 
its most intense level, and even then they can accommodate a very high level of risk without changing their behavior.  
That’s what keeps the impoverished in the inner city, despite significant risk.  Even after losing a child to neighborhood 
violence they will stay - even though they have nothing, they have the illusion that things are better where they are - 
They waste their substance chasing the consumer goods whose ads permeate their living space.  And BTW, the violence 
is almost always a by-product of the Greed meme.

People react to what they are given.  At the appointed time the sleepers awaken from their slumbers.   Some believe 
that the controllers have created a cadre of mind-controlled surrogates who are used to do the bidding of their masters 
- whether as a courier, assassin, prostitute, or another role.  On the face of it - it seems a ludicrous proposition.   Yet we 
have disquieting bits of information - ala Sirhan Sirhan, Manson, MacVeigh and others...   The timing of less well-known 
perpetrators, like the school shooters interestingly coincide with other events - often enough to give me pause to con-
sider the issue.   We speak here hypothetically - of course - because to do otherwise would be a step down a road we 
dare not travel, you & I.



                                                                    Paranormal Topic of the Week

How are we “Used?”   We discussed briefly above, what it means to be used by the material powers that be.  There is a paranormal 
counterpart to that.  Sometimes people are used to accomplish a metaphysical task in the material world.  There are some things a spirit / ultra-
terrestrial just cannot do.   Things like:  Move energy through material space, or commit a physical act [perhaps to generate psychic energy], or 
breach the gap between realms.  Whatever the game is [it spans generations and can be  minutely incremental], it sometimes involves moves 
between the realms.  Evidently, for some things it is necessary to use human “mules” to transport metaphysical energy in packets from one area 
to another - in an ongoing spiritual battle.   It may take a certain amount of energy to - for example - manifest Mothman or some other BHM.  
So, an entity wishing to do so might inspire some person who had opened themselves to the ultrasphere to perform some ritual [to access 
some previously cached energy] or perform a sacrifice [to generate energy]- and when that act is accomplished the manifestation can occur.  Of 
course the mechanism can seem very complex - I’ll lay that out in greater detail some other time.   
 

The material world is where it’s all happening.   Did you ever ask yourself why the focus of all of the spiritual / alien / ultraterrestrial activity is 
planet Earth?  From the information provided by non-human entities, we are led to believe that a nearly infinite number of races and classes of 
entities are operating in our sphere.  What is the reason for all of this interest, especially if there are so many “others” out there?  They would have 
us believe that we are not unique - but that is clearly not the case.  They come here because we are unique.  So, what is unique about us / here?  
The physical realm is the only place where matter manifests.  It is where we are.  It is the only place where a spiritual entity (us) can cohabit both 
realms and experience the blended joy that is inherent in being corporeal.  We taste, smell, touch - and are touched, feel the blood in our veins...  
We love, hate, feel pain, draw breath, feel the wind against our skin.  Nowhere else in creation does that happen.  In short, they wish to possess 
our bodies to feel “alive” because, dear friends - they are not alive in the sense that you and I are alive.  There are certain problems with posses-
sion however, so that is not their ultimate goal.  This is such a complex issue - I was just about to type the words “I’ll talk about that more later...”  I 
don’t have time to go into this component right now, but the issue circles back on itself.  There is so much you need to know to understand this 
issue.  Every topic is a prerequisite for all of the others - there is no clean place to start - no firm common ground.  Ah, well - let this shallow treat-
ment suffice for now.  Maybe we can get together over a beer sometime and flesh out these dry bones. 

Non-material entities wishing to execute some task in the material world must generally use a material creature to accomplish this goal.  Even 
temporary manifestation must be done through either witting or unwitting confederacy with a corporeal entity.   There is a natural protection 
against intrusion or control by alien entities.  As long as we maintain our normal state of consciousness our persons are sacrosanct - within rea-
son.  Our state of consciousness is of course, directly related to our health, spiritual, and mental wellness.  

 
How can we become vulnerable to spiritual forces / entities?

How can we become vulnerable to spiritual forces / entities?

Willfully through:                   Initiating contact with the spirit realm

                                                            Ceremonial magic                  Tarot reading Fortune tellers                                    

                                                            Magic                                     Charms                       Ritual activities 

                                                Using or participating in spirit communication

                                                            Ouija Board                            Mediums                    Electronic Voice Phenomenon (EVP)                Channeling

                                                Drug use (including alcohol)                                      

                                                            Ceremonial                             Recreational                                       

                                                Other

                                                            Habitual use of pornography Sado-masochism        
 

                                                            Perpetration of, or cooperation in, any of the methods listed below:

Involuntarily through

                                                Torture

                                                            Ritual abuse                           Sexual abuse              Child abuse                 Mental abuse

                                                            Emotional abuse                     Rape                           Incest

                                                Hypnotism

                                                            Meditation                              Guided imagery          Advertising                 Intense projected fear

                                                Illness

                                                            Near-death experience          Starvation                   Extreme Fasting            Pain



Any time you surrender your will to another, or have your will stripped away - you are vulnerable.  That does not mean that you will be “used” 
every time you are vulnerable, but it increases your risk.   Many people would blanche at my warnings and cautions.  The things I’ve cautioned 
against are what pass most times, for psychic research.   So, I’m talking to a group of people who are almost certain to disagree with me.  Nev-
ertheless I say it.   I don’t ask you to believe it because I say it.  I ask you to weigh what I’ve said against your experience from here on.   Most 
folk really should not dabble in spiritual research - you do a disservice to those people when you let them into your groups.  All of this type of 
activity is an “at-your-own-risk” type of pastime.    So, when you initiate the unready into your activities, you bear a responsibility for their fate...  
Remember the mantra of the healer:  “First, do no harm.” 

We face a conundrum in metaphysical / psychic / paranormal / UFOlogical  research.  Many of us who try to understand the unknown lack the 
basic understanding of our humanness to make sense of what we observe as researchers.  Why is it that I seldom see metaphysical researcher’s 
groups - for instance volunteering at homeless shelters?  We are in a unique position - claiming enlightenment or special knowledge, yet lack-
ing any evidence of that enlightenment other than our claims.  Be human first.  Fully human, and humane.  Does that shoe fit?  If not, disregard 
the comment.  If it fits, put it on and walk in it

A further point:  It is not necessary for the person who is initiating spiritual contact to understand what they are doing.  They may even disbe-
lieve actively.  The Omniverse does not ask our permission to operate.  It is.  We are subject to its rules and vagaries - whether we understand 
them or not.  Gravity worked for millennia before we named it - and we still do not understand it.  Our understanding always lags behind our 
experience.    

Well, that wraps up another steaming hot serving of paranormal food for thought...  

Courage, 

MCB

News
                   Sunday - 5 October 2008

US / Presidential Election – Democratic VP candidate Joe Biden has suspended his campaign for 2 days following the death of his mother-in-
law (78) on Friday.  He cancelled events in Virginia on Saturday and in Washington on Sunday.

                http://www.philly.com/inquirer/local/20081006_Biden_suspends_campaign_after_death_of_mother-in-law.html

                   Monday - 6 October 2008 

World / Economy – Stocks plunged worldwide Monday, following worsening financial news from Europe and the US.  On Sunday, Germany 
announced the $69 billion bailout of their second-largest commercial property lender, Hypo Real Estate.  Other countries broke ranks with the 
EU to guarantee bank deposits of their citizens.  Japan’s Nikkei 225 fell 4.2% (10,475), while Hong Kong’s Hang Seng index fell 3.4% (17,089).  
London’s FTSE posted its all-time high single-session point loss – closing down 391.1 @4,589.2 – a 7.8% loss.  Oil prices fall below $90 / barrel.

            http://www.reuters.com/article/marketsNews/idCAL643495020081006?rpc=44

            http://www.reuters.com/article/hotStocksNews/idUSTRE4918BC20081006

US / Economy – US markets – According to some economists / historians the current financial crash has more in common with the crash of 
1873 than the crash of 1929.  The first url is an interesting read on that.  The Markets:  The DJIA, which was down over 800 points at one point, 
closed at 9955.50, down 369.88 (-3.58%), The NASDAC closed at 1862.96, down 84.43 (-4.34%), and the S&P500 closed at 1056.89, down 42.34 
(-3.85%).  This was the 1st close below 10,000 for the DJIA since 2004.

                http://chronicle.com/temp/reprint.php?id=477k3d8mh2wmtpc4b6h07p4hy9z83x18

                http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20081007/ap_on_bi_st_ma_re/wall_street_171

Williams, California – Bus crash – 10 killed, 38 injured.  The bus, from Sacramento was traveling to the Colusa Casino Resort when it veered off 
the road and rolled over into a ditch @1818 local time.  Bus had “Greyhound” markings, but the company says it sold the bus more than a year 
ago.
                http://www.latimes.com/news/printedition/california/la-me-buscrash6-2008oct06,0,6970047.story

The Sudan – Harvard / NASA scientists have, for the first time, predicted the impact of an asteroid on Earth.  The 3-15 foot diameter asteroid 
named 2008 TC3 is slated to enter the atmosphere above the Sudan at @2246 EDT 6 October on a West to East trajectory.  The asteroid was 
only discovered late on 5 October.  The internet doom blogs went into high spin.

                http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20081006/ap_on_sc/sci_falling_asteroid

                http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news159.html
                http://tomsastroblog.com/?p=2065



Porter Ranch, California – Between midnight Saturday and early Monday morning, a jobless father with an MBA killed his entire family - re-
portedly because he was distraught about his finances / inability to get a job.  Karthik Rajaram (45) shot and killed his mother-in-law Indra 
Ramasesham (69), his wife Subasari (39), and sons Krishna (19), Ganesha (12), and Arjuna (7).  He left 3 letters:  A confession to law enforce-
ment, a letter to friends explaining his motives, and the third was a will.  Most of the victims were shot in the head while in bed; with a gun 
purchased on 16 September.

                http://www.cnn.com/2008/CRIME/10/06/california.murder.suicide/

                http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5jgQq_Pn5o6mQHLQWGyzBoiaz4nOwD93LMRJG0

                   Tuesday - 7 October 2008

Louisville, Kentucky – Sometime prior to @1930 EDT Monday - a mother, Hope Orwick (35), stabbed her two daughters [Emily (9) and Lindsey 
(7)] to death and then shot herself in the head.  A relative found the bodies and called police.  The motive is unknown.

                http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2008/10/07/national/main4505712.shtml

                http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5gNsVi34YvgjZeMzcjwj5Hr2cgieQD93LF6QO0

                http://www.cnn.com/2008/CRIME/10/07/mother.killings.kentucky.ap/index.html

US / Economy – US markets –Another hard day for Wall Street.  The DJIA closed at 9447.11, down 508.39 points (-5.11%).  The NASDAC closed 
at 1754.88, down 108.08 points (-5.80%).  The S&P 500 closed down 60.66 points at 996.23 (-5.74%).  

                http://www.reuters.com/finance/markets/us

South Fayette (Pittsburg), Pennsylvania – 16-year-old Christopher Janney was arrested Sunday for attempting to murder his family (5 counts) 
by placing homemade chlorine bombs in their beds late Friday/early Saturday.  The police seized a gas mask, a pepper grinder, and ground 
rat poison from the home.  The preliminary hearing is scheduled for tomorrow.  He may have had 2 accomplices.

                http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5isEZDl-3V6DAkEVD64MkTQupXStwD93LQ4NG0

Worldwide - Prophecy – An ambiguous prediction by a group named “Halfpasthuman” that does “web bot” research on the Internet was not 
noticeably fulfilled today.  The rumor circulated widely on the web over the last week, and was based on a proprietary algorithm that analyzes 
gross web content, searching for words, valuing them, and then assessing meaning based on the content and the immediacy of the resulting 
pull.  The predicted event was to be “like 9-11” but the emotional impact would be felt much longer.  It was projected to be a life-changing, 
historic event, forever marking the day.  

                http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message601811/pg1

US / Presidential Candidate Debate #2 – Most pundits are calling the debate a draw, or giving Obama the edge.  Two of three body language 
experts interviewed by the LA Times gave the win to Obama.   

                http://www.latimes.com/news/printedition/asection/la-na-debateside8-2008oct08,0,4755608.story

                   Wednesday - 8 October 2008

Louisville, Kentucky – The murder-suicide deaths of a mother and her 2 young daughters (see Tuesday) came roughly 3 years after the suicide 
death of the husband/father - Chris, who hanged himself at a worksite on 27 April 2005.  The oldest daughter had a genetic disease known as 
“cri du chat” but had had received therapy for it.  The mother reportedly had painful ulcers.  The girls attended Auburndale Elementary, where 
the mother volunteered.

                http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5gNsVi34YvgjZeMzcjwj5Hr2cgieQD93LS6O80

US / India – President Bush signed a civilian nuclear cooperation bill into law today.  This culminates 3 years of effort to allow civilian entities 
in the US to have commerce with India involving nuclear fuel, technology, and reactors.  The bi-lateral nuclear trade deal is expected to be 
signed soon after the bill itself.

                http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5hjHnPz7XX0WpdjPiswhHLvaXj0pAD93M8D7O1

US / Economy – US markets –  The Fed announced a ½% interest rate cut (to 1.5%).  This was part of a reported global effort by central banks 
to simultaneously lower interest rates to spur lending.  The markets closed lower despite the rate cuts.  The DJIA closed at 9,258.10, down 
189.01 points (-2.00%).  The S&P closed at 984.94, down 11.29 points (-1.13%).  Governments continue to prop up their failing financial institu-
tions.

                http://www.reuters.com/article/hotStocksNews/idUSTRE49439X20081008?pageNumber=1&virtualBrandChannel=0  

                http://www.reuters.com/article/usMktRpt/idUSN0835638320081008?pageNumber=2&virtualBrandChannel=0 

                http://www.reuters.com/article/marketsNews/idCAL866917520081008?rpc=44

                http://news.yahoo.com/s/nm/20081008/bs_nm/us_financial_78 

                http://news.yahoo.com/s/nm/20081008/bs_nm/us_markets_global_31

                http://www.reuters.com/finance/markets/us



Little Rock, Arkansas – Mitchell Johnson, convicted 1998 school shooter [Westside Middle School – Jonesboro – 5 killed, all female 24 March 
1998] faces 30 years in prison for drug and theft charges from a 2 February 2008 arrest.  Last month he was sentenced to 4 years in prison on 
a federal weapons conviction from a New Year’s Day arrest in 2007 [he was with his roommate, another convicted child murderer – see wiki].  
Johnson who was 13 at the time of the shootings [11-year-old accomplice] was released on his 21st birthday – 11 August 2005.  His involve-
ment in the murders is inadmissible in his current trial.  The perps pulled the fire alarm and then shot specifically targeted people when they 
came outside.

                http://www.mlive.com/ap/stories/index.ssf?/base/national-111/1223476768116400.xml&storylist=topstories

                http://www.cnn.com/US/9803/28/shannon.funeral/index.html

                http://www.cnn.com/US/9803/30/jonesboro.shooting.folo/index.html

                http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonesboro_massacre

Mexico – Tropical Storm Marco / Hurricane Norbert – Hurricane Norbert briefly intensified to a category 4 storm before weakening to category 
3.  The Pacific storm is expected to make landfall on the Baja California coast.  Tropical storm Marco, is skirting the Gulf coast, weakening after 
making landfall.

                http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20081008/ap_on_re_us/tropical_weather

                   Thursday - 9 October 2008

Knoxville, Tennessee – Mall shooting – 1 killed, shooter shot in arm/leg and arrested.  William Johnson (42) has been charged with murder, ag-
gravated kidnapping, and 2 counts of attempted murder, in the death of Ahmed Nahl (29) at the Knoxville Center Mall.  The perp was arrested 
as he left Reno Menswear.  Witnesses reported hearing between 9 and 15 shots.

                http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20081009/ap_on_re_us/tennessee_mall_shooting

US / Economy – US markets –  This is the anniversary (2007) of the all-time high close for the DJIA – 14,164.53.  Today, markets continued losses 
for a 7th straight trading day.  The Dow has lost 20.9% over that period. The DJIA closed at 8,579.19, down 678.91 points (-7.33%).  The NASDAQ 
closed at 1,645.12, down 95.21 (5.47%) and the S&P500 closed at 909.92, down 75.02 (7.62%).  

                http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20081007/ap_on_bi_st_ma_re/wall_street_171  

                http://www.reuters.com/finance/markets/us

Manhattan, New York – Economy – The billboard clock that tracks the US debt ran out of digits to portray the debt as it passed the $10 trillion 
point last month.  The clock, belonging to Douglas Durst, son of its inventor Seymour Durst, was installed in 1989 to highlight the then $2.7 tril-
lion debt.  Durst plans to add 2 digits early next year.  

                http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/business/7660409.stm

Evian, France – Russia/US Tensions – Russian President Medvedev continued to strike a strident tone regarding NATO expansion and US global 
influence – and said that Russia sees those activities as directed against them.  Russia’s stock market has lost 70% of its value over the last year.

                http://online.wsj.com/article/SB122350982199217341.html

Independence, Kentucky – Police and firefighters responding to a burning home at @2200 local time were fired upon from inside.  Once inside 
they discovered 3 family members dead and a toddler wandering outside.  The home is in the middle-class Freedom Park neighborhood @17 
miles south of Cincinnati, Ohio.  The dead were identified as Seaward Padilla (43), his wife Lori (45) and their daughter Jessica (22).  Cause of the 
deaths has not been determined.  The toddler (2), Jessica’s daughter was unharmed.  History of domestic police visits.

                http://www.mlive.com/newsflash/national/index.ssf?/base/national-111/1223519942262300.xml&storylist=national
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US / Global / Economy – US markets –  Following yesterday’s losses on American exchanges Asian and European stocks took heavy losses, fall-
ing between 5 and 10%.  The Nikkei was down nearly ¼ of its value over the last week.  The Japanese Yen and gold continue to be safe-havens.  
Oil fell below $83 / barrel – a 1-year low.  The DJIA closed at 8451.19, down a mere 128.00 points (-1.49%) after being significantly down most of 
the day.  The NASDAQ closed at 1,649.51, up 4.39 (+0.27%) and the S&P500 closed at 899.22, down 10.70 (-1.18%).  

                http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20081010/ap_on_bi_ge/world_markets

Edgewater, Florida – An 8-foot dolphin jumped 6 feet out of the water and landed in a boat, injuring 2 people.  

                http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,435341,00.html

US / Surveillance – A Senate panel is investigating charges that NSA workers eavesdropped on American service members, journalists, and aid 
workers overseas phonecalls.  West Virginia Senator Jay Rockefeller called the allegations “extremely disturbing.”  

                http://www.abcnews.go.com/Blotter/story?id=5998860&page=1

                 Please check out my sponsor! - www.invispress.com



Hyperdimensional Resonator

Most of you know that I have written extensively about 
Steven Gibbs and his hyperdimensional resonator. This is 
a device that many-including me-believe one can travel 
through time with. Certainly astrally, and even physically 
although that is quite dangerous. And it is a bit more 
unbelievable as well. There are several excellent cases 
on record that make good verification points about this: 
Carlos Novella of Miami,Florida, for example, found himself 
in Canada after minutes before having walked out into his 
backyard! On another occasion, he was in South America 
and yet a third time he was on a UFO with an alien chiding 
him “

Don’t you know it is dangerous to travel with a primitive 
device like that one?” Of course you could dismiss these 
claims as the ravings of a lunatic had not there been 
indirect verification. His mother had to send him ticket 
money and a coat to get home from Canada and also 
the same(minus the coat) for South America! On another 
occasion, after running the device in his car, Carlos drove 
his mother(a pharmacist) and his sister(a physician) the 
distance of three miles to attend an event. All three were 
mystified to see Christmas decorations in October! Upon 
returning along the same street, the direction were then 
all for Halloween! Please don’t tell me that everyone for 3 
miles suddenly went out into their yards and removed the 
Christmas decorations!
 
For another example a Norwegian user of the HDR went 
into his back shed and disappeared into the 1500s. From 
there he went to the  late 19th century and when he re-
turned saw a photo of one of the people he had visited in 
the 19th century! He had(the man in the photo) also been 
described by the man in the 14th century! I know that is 
confusing, but this is a well-educated man who has stud-
ied time-travel extensively!
 
I could give many other examples, but most are not as 
good as the one of Rick Lipani, an Italian baker and mu-
sician from West Cleveland, Ohio. Rick suffered the pre-
mature loss of his beloved wife Cathy and since he had 
learned to go out-of-body years before, he purchased an 
HDR unit to enhance his ability to do this! But Rick outdid 
himself! He not only time-traveled, but he also went to “the 
other side” where he saw many people whom he knew had 
passed years before! He was given information about the 
future(you are seeing the beginning of it now with stock 
market crashes,etc.) and that things will change for the 
better by 2012. Rick met Frank Sinatra and heard him sing 
New York, New York for a friend who had recently passed 
and Rick also ran into Al Capone in 1932! But probably his 
greatest experience was running into Robert Monroe who 
showed Rick a lot of things about the afterlife. Rather than 
verbally describe all this new information, I am sending 
you all some of the  graphic art by Rick  from his travels 
and experiences which contain explanations along with 
them. Enjoy!

This is called a “Palace Concept” because it was built 
according to what someone imagined and wanted for their afterlife 
home!

This is one of the main corridors in the main rest home. People come here to 
recuperate from being victimized by long-term illnesses. Or they may have 
a belief from earth and need to have that attachment broken. For example, 
they may have been burned severely in a fire and believe that they are this 
way throughout eternity when this is not so. Or they need to be rescued from 
strong material ties such as rich people who feel they are still ‘entitled’ to rule 
over others. The door at the very end leads to an arena where they do mag-
netic healings. People there are told

“we will heal you and make you whole.”

www.timetravelrealm.bravehost.com/obe.html

                Zena, Rick, and Herc.



     DMT: The Spirit Molecule

In 1990, I began the first new human research with psychedelic, or 
hallucinogenic, drugs in the United States in over 20 years. These 
studies investigated the effects of N,N-dimethyltryptamine, or 
DMT, an extremely short-acting and powerful psychedelic. During 
the project’s five years, I administered approximately 400 doses 
of DMT to 60 human volunteers. This research took place at the 
University of New Mexico’s School of Medicine in Albuquerque, 
where I was tenured Associate Professor of Psychiatry.

I was drawn to DMT because of its presence in all of our bodies. 
Perhaps excessive DMT production, coming from the mysterious 
pineal gland, was involved in naturally occurring “psychedelic” 
states. These might include birth, death and near-death, psycho-
sis, and mystical experiences. Only later, while the study was well 
under way, did I also begin considering DMT’s role in the “alien 
abduction” experience.

The DMT project was founded on cutting edge brain science, es-
pecially the psychopharmacology of serotonin. However, my own 
background powerfully affected how we prepared people for, and 
supervised, their drug sessions. One of these was a decades-long 
relationship with a Zen Buddhist training monastery.

The Spirit Molecule reviews what we know about psychedelic 
drugs in general, and DMT in particular. It then traces the DMT 
research project from its earliest intimations through the maze of 

committees and review boards to its actual performance.
Our research subjects were healthy volunteers. The studies were 
not intended to be therapeutic, although all of us believed in the 
potentially beneficial properties of psychedelic drugs. The project 
generated a wealth of biological and psychological data, much of 
which I have already published in the scientific literature. 

On the other hand, I have written nearly nothing about volun-
teers’ stories. I hope these many excerpts from over 1000 pages of 
my bedside notes provide a sense of the remarkable emotional, 
psychological, and spiritual effects of this chemical. Problems 
inside and outside of the research environment led to the end of 
these studies in 1995. 

Despite the difficulties we encountered, I am optimistic about the pos-
sible benefits of the controlled use of these drugs. Based upon what we 
learned in the New Mexico research, I offer a wide-ranging vision for 
DMT’s role in our lives, and conclude by proposing a research agenda 
and optimal setting for future work with DMT and related drugs.

The late Willis Harman possessed one of the most discerning minds to 
apply himself to the field of psychedelic research. Willis, earlier in his 
career, had published the first and only scientific study using psyche-
delics to enhance the creative process. When I met him 30 years later 
in 1994, he was president of Institute of Noetic Sciences, an organiza-
tion founded by the sixth man to walk on the moon, Edgar Mitchell. 
Mitchell’s mystical experience, stimulated by viewing the Earth on his 
return home, inspired him to study phenomenon outside the range 
of traditional science, which nevertheless might yield to a broader ap-
plication of the scientific method.

During a long walk together along the central California coastal 
range one day, he said firmly, “At the very least, we must enlarge the 
discussion about psychedelics.” It is in response to his request that I 
include highly speculative ideas and my own personal motivations for 
performing this research. This approach will satisfy no-one in every 
respect. There is 

intense friction between what we know intellectually or even intui-
tively, and what we experience with the aid of DMT. As one of our 
volunteers exclaimed after his first high dose session, “Wow! I never 
expected that!” Or, as Dogen, a thirteenth century Japanese Buddhist 
teacher said, “We must always be disturbed by the truth.” Enthusiasts of 
the psychedelic drug culture may dislike the conclusion that DMT has 
no beneficial effects in and of itself; rather, the context in which people 
take them is at least as important. Proponents of drug control may 
condemn what they read as encouragement to take psychedelic drugs 
and a glorification of the DMT experience. 

Practitioners and spokespersons of traditional religions may reject the 
suggestion that spiritual states can be accessed, and mystical informa-
tion gained, through drugs. Those who have undergone “alien abduc-
tion,” and their advocates, may interpret as a challenge to the “reality” 
of their experiences my suggestion that DMT is intimately involved in 
these events. Opponents and supporters of abortion rights may find 
fault with my proposal that pineal DMT release at 49 days after con-
ception marks the entrance of the spirit into the fetus.
Brain researchers may object to the suggestion that DMT affects the 
brain’s ability to receive information, rather than generating those 
perceptions themselves. 

They also may dismiss the proposal that DMT can allow our brains to 
perceive dark matter or parallel universes, realms of existence inhab-
ited by conscious entities.

However, if I did not describe all the ideas behind the DMT studies, and 
the entire range of our volunteers’ experiences, I would not be telling 
the entire tale. At best, The Spirit Molecule would have little effect on 
the scope of discussion about psychedelics; at worst, the book would 
reduce the field. Nor would I be honest if I did not share my own spec-
ulations and theories based upon decades of study, and listening to 
hundreds of DMT sessions. This is why I did it. This is what happened. 
This is what I think about it.

It is so important for us to understand consciousness. It is just as im-
portant to place psychedelic drugs in general, and DMT in particular, 
into a personal and cultural matrix where we do the most good, and 
the least harm. In such a wide open area of inquiry, it is best that we 
reject no ideas until we actually disprove them. It is in the interest of 
enlarging the discussion about psychedelic drugs that I’ve written The 
Spirit Molecule.

 www.rickstrassman.com
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